[Reflex syncope : diagnosis and therapy].
Reflex-mediated syncope is a common cause for syncope. The first step in evaluating the cause of syncope is to assess the risk of a life-threatening cause for syncope, e.g., ventricular arrhythmias. Reflex-mediated syncope has to be differentiated from orthostatic syncope. In orthostatic syncope, there is an insufficient autonomic response. In contrast to a reflex-mediated syncope, in which the autonomic nervous system acts inappropriately, reflex-mediated syncope is classified into the classical vasovagal form, the situational form, or due to carotid sinus hypersensitivity. In the elderly, often a mixed form is present. Treatment is difficult. Most important is educating the patient and avoiding precipitating factors. Physical maneuvers, e.g., counter pressure maneuvers, are more effective than drug treatment. Permanent pacing is rarely needed. However, before indicating a pacemaker, a correlation between bradycardia and syncope should be documented. This is often only possible by implanting a monitoring device at an early stage.